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running-related injury in any given year (van Gent 
et al., 2007). It is therefore not surprising that any 
strategy that appears to reduce the risk of injury 
receives considerable public attention. Recent 
biomechanical evidence suggests that barefoot 
running changes running technique, which in turn 
reduces the musculoskeletal loads experienced 
during initial foot contact (Lieberman et al., 2010). 
This change is considered to be primarily the result 
of a difference in foot strike pattern between the 
two conditions (Kurz & Stergiou, 2003; Kurz & 
Stergiou, 2004). That is, barefoot runners tend 
to adopt a forefoot strike pattern, whereas shod 
runners tend to adopt a rear-foot strike pattern.

Further contributing to the popularity of barefoot 
running is the argument that humans have evolved 

It should be understood that barefoot running is 
neither good nor bad - it’s just different. 

e have probably all heard so much 
conflicting information regarding 
barefoot running that it can be hard 
to keep up with what is the current 

best practice. This article will serve as a review 
of the current scientific literature comparing the 
differences between running barefoot and shod 
(wearing shoes). 

The past decade has seen a rise in popularity and 
interest in barefoot running (Rothschild, 2012). 
This popularity in part stems from an increase in 
research, which proposed benefits of barefoot 
running for injury reduction (De Wit, De Clercq 
& Aerts, 2000; Burkett, Kohrt & Buchbinder, 
1985; Robbins & Hanna, 1997). In fact, it has been 
reported that up to 79% of runners will sustain a 
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to run barefoot. According to Bramble 
and Lieberman (2004), fossil evidence 
exists that Homo populations have 
been running for approximately two 
million years. Earliest records of humans 
using footwear, however, trace back 
only 10,000 years (Rothschild, 2012). 
Based on these factors alone, it has 
been argued that barefoot running is 
natural and therefore the most effective 
mechanism for running. Throughout the 
evolution of the human species there 
have been significant changes in lifestyle 
and culture, which has seen a reduced 
need to run for survival. While running 
for survival is no longer a necessity, it 
does provide an avenue for recreation 
and competition. The Modern Olympic 
Games catapulted interest and 
subsequently participation of running 
within modern society. Additionally, 
the understanding that regular physical 

activity is associated with improved 
health has seen running continue to 
surge in popularity as a recreational 
pursuit (Friedman & Knight, 1978). In 
the 1970’s, the modern running shoe 
was created (Lieberman, 2012), which 
was the first running shoe to provide 
support in the sole in the form of a 
cushioned heel. The additional support 
in modern running shoes is built on the 
premise that support will act to absorb 
shock associated with initial foot contact 
and thereby reduce the likelihood of 
injury. Despite this contention, no high 
quality evidence exists to suggest that 
shoes reduce the likelihood of a running 
injury. Coupled with emerging evidence 
that suggests that reverting to barefoot 
running may reduce the risk of injury, 
it is not surprising that there has been 
significant interest in barefoot running.

A B O V E 
Rnning on harder surfaces, 
such as forest tracks, has 
been hypothesized to be 
a good way to tell if your 
running technique results in 
a landing that is too hard. 

A B O V E  L E F T 
The effects of barefoot 
running on soft or sandy sur-
faces have been well studied 
and the evidence reviweed in 
the January 2018 edition of 
Athletics Coach
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F I G U R E  1 
Vertical ground reaction forces for barefoot running with a rear-foot strike pattern 
(Lieberman et al., 2010)

F I G U R E  2 
Vertical ground reaction forces for shod running with a rear-foot strike pattern. 
(Lieberman et al., 2010)

Further Research

If you are interested in learning more about 
the evidence-base for barefoot running, 

visit the Harvard University Biomechanics 
of Footstrikes and Applications to Running 
Barefoot or in Minimal Footwear webpage. 

The Differences Between Barefoot and Shod

The recent popularity of barefoot running has seen 
multiple studies compare the biomechanics of barefoot 
and shod running (Divert et al., 2008; Hall, Barton, 
Jones & Morrissey, 2013). The results have revealed 
significant differences in spatio-temporal, kinematic, and 
kinetic parameters (please refer to the January edition 
of Athletics Coach for definitions). The most common 
spatio-temporal changes observed  in barefoot running 
compared to shod running have included increased stride 
frequency (Bonacci et al., 2013; Divert et al., 2005) and 
reduced stride length (Kerrigan et al., 2009). Further, 
kinematic changes observed in barefoot runners include 
reduced in ankle dorsiflexion (Braunstein et al., 2010) and 
increased knee flexion at initial contact (Williams, Green & 
Wurzinger, 2012) compared to shod runners. Presumably, 
these spatio-temporal and kinematic changes are due to 
a change in the foot strike pattern adopted by individuals 
who run barefoot compared to shod. Typically, shod 
runners adopt a rear-foot strike pattern, while barefoot 
runners adopt a fore foot striking pattern.

Kinetic differences also exist when comparing the ground 
reaction forces (GRFs) between barefoot and shod 
running. Barefoot running is associated with lower peak 
vertical GRFs compared to shod running. Another kinetic 
difference between barefoot and shod running is the 
initial rate of loading. Interestingly, rear-foot striking when 
barefoot is associated with higher loading rates compared 
to shod rear-foot striking (Figure 1 & 2). This may be due to 
the passive attenuation and absorption of forces through 

the cushioning of the shoe (Shih & Shiang, 2013).

Considerable research exists examining the transition of foot 
strike pattern between shod and barefoot running. There 

is a general understanding that individuals will typically rear-foot strike 
when shod  (Kurz & Stergiou, 2003), while when barefoot they will fore foot 
strike (Kurz & Stergiou, 2004). However, it should be noted that a change 
from shod to barefoot running and vice-versa, does not always lead to an 
alteration in the foot strike pattern adopted by individuals. Differences exist 
when considering the condition to which the individual is habituated. That 
is, the condition the individual is accustomed to (either barefoot or shod 
running). It has been shown that for individuals habituated to shod running, 
less than a quarter transfer to a fore foot strike when barefoot compared to 
their natural rear-foot strike pattern when shod (Lieberman et al., 2010). 
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While for individuals habituated to barefoot running, the 
majority (75%) run with a fore foot strike pattern when 
barefoot and when shod only 50% transferred to a rear-foot 
striking pattern. Interestingly, not all individuals within a 
barefoot habituated group exhibit a fore foot strike pattern 
when running in their accustomed condition. This may 
suggest that habituation cannot be used to predict foot 
strike patterning, but rather it should be considered as a 
contributing factor.

T O P 
The Bondi Barefoot Race has 

become a popular event for 
recreational runners.

A B O V E  L E F T 
Video analysising ground force 

generated when running barefoot - 
click to play in Youtube. 

A B O V E  R I G H T 
Video analysising ground force 
generated when running shod - 

click to play in Youtube. 
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Summary

It should be understood that barefoot running is 
neither good or bad it’s just different. There are 
many reasons why a coach may want an athlete 
to incorporate some barefoot running into their 
training. My best advice, is that as barefoot 
running is the exact same as any other new training 
stimulus, it should be introduced and progressed 
gradually to avoid increased risk of injury. 
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A number of mechanisms have been proposed to explain 
the differences in strike pattern adopted for each condition. 
Firstly, it is believed that the design of the modern running 
shoe promotes rear-foot striking as significant cushioning 
and support are situated at the rear of the shoe under the 
heel (Barnes & Smith, 1994; Butler, Davis & Hamill, 2006). 
A rear-foot strike pattern in barefoot running is associated 
with high initial impact peaks (Figure 1), and it is likely 
that individuals try to avoid these by selecting a fore foot 
strike pattern.

 Other factors that influence foot strike pattern include: 
running speed, distance, and training level (Hatala et 
al., 2013). For example, it has been shown that running 
speed has a considerable effect on the foot strike pattern 
adopted. At slower running speeds, a rear-foot strike 
pattern is typically adopted, while at increasing running 
speeds individuals typically adopt a mid-foot to fore foot 
strike pattern (Keller et al., 1996; Nigg, Bahlsen, Luethi & 
Stokes, 1987). 
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L E F T 
A number of specialist shoes 
have been developed to offer 
an equivalent experience 
to barefoot running, while 
still offering some physical 
protection. 

A B O V E  R I G H T 
. . .Yemeni 5000m runner 
Abudllah Al-Qwabani has 
followed in her footsteps. 

A B O V E  L E F T 
Zola Budd was notable for 
training and running in bare-
feet throughout her running 
career. More recently...
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